Widgets

A0: Assemble widgets
   A1: Restock parts
      A11: Determine which parts to restock
      A12: Prepare and send part requests
      A13: Receive and unpack new parts
      A14: Inspect new parts
      A15: Store new parts
   A2: Get widget parts
      A21: Identify parts to be installed
      A22: Locate parts in storage
      A23: Retrieve parts from storage
      A24: Unpack parts
      A25: Re-inspect parts
   A3: Assemble parts
      A31: Hold widget base for assembly
      A32: Position parts in place
      A33: Secure parts to base
      A34: Release assembled widget
   A4: Inspect widgets
      A41: Install widgets in test fixture
      A42: Verify part locations, orientations
      A43: Verify fasteners & tightness
      A44: Perform functional test